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Yamaha Motorcycle Engine Serial Number Decoder

I think I was sold a old engine So I tried to look up engine vin numbers the How To Read A Yamaha Motorcycle VIN Number | It Still Runs.. These digits run 'J' through 'Y' for 1988 through 2000 and then switch to a numerical system.. Yet another VIN number Table Posted in This ia just another compilation of VIN and Engine numbers for different models.. Enter your VIN now Decoding your Yamaha VIN number: 1 Find the VIN on
your motorcycle.. We have included it here for redundance from the list in our workshop section above, and hope it is useful for you.. Find the ninth digit, which is a security key to ensure that the VIN is valid Find the 10th digit, which indicates the model year.. This works for all 17 character VINs ie bikes, ATVs (4 wheelers and side by sides).. Find the third digit, which identifies the division that manufactured it Find digits four
through eight, which identify the features of the bike.. M You have a 1981 Viago Euro w chain drive according to the attached link It is like many other bikes: They do not use the standard european or US-american VIN, they fall back to their own system.. So if you plan to buy a bike of that year, the Yamaha VIN decoder can ask you to add a few more characters.

Free Motorcycle Identification Number (VIN) Decoder & Lookup Use the Cyclepedia Motorcycle VIN Decoder to decode you ATV, motorcycle or scooter VIN (Vehicle Identification Number) for FREE.. If you have a scooter, check the stem If it’s not there, it will be on a metal plate affixed to the frame.. If you have a traditional motorcycle, it will be on the right side of the steering stem, just below the handlebars.. Manufacturers used
the numbers to identify the vehicles in the way they wanted until the 1980s.. For the years the Seca II was manufactured, the date codes are as follows: N=1992, O=1993, P=1994, Q=1995, R=1996, S=1997 and T=1998.. Feb 05, 2015 I bought my first used dirt bike last week, I was told its a 2007 Yamaha yz 85.. I read through the article in your link and I was completely fascinated Yamaha Motorcycle Engine Decoder Registration
Number FromI bought it as an off road bike, and have been trying to get the original registration number from both Exeter and Swansea vehicle licencing centre, but I seem to have drawn a blank, as they keep on passing me from one dept to another, I know that I could re-register it for on road use by having Q plates, but quite honestly Id much rather use the original number plates, any info would be greatly appreciated.. The same should
be true for the Yamaha, but there seems to be a lack of information out there.. Went to the local Yamaha dealer and he gave me two (2) sheets of paper that is a good start, but from experience there is a third sheet that spells out what HD does in explaining the 56 digit is the model number of the machine.. '1' or '4' signifies it is American made; '2' means Canada; '3' means Mexico; and Japan, Korea, England, Germany, Italy and Brazil are
'J,' 'K,' 'S,' 'W,' 'Z' and '9,' respectively.
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Determine the year, make and model of most popular ATVs, motorcycles and Scooters.. Make sure none of the digits are missing from the VIN All Yamaha motorcycles made after 1982 have 17-digit VINs.. If yours appears to be shorter, some of the digits probably have worn off Rub the gaps in the VIN with the side of a crayon.. The use of the word 'Yamaha' or any specific model designation is purely for informational purposes to
assist users of this site and in no way indicate any endorsement by or approval of this site by Yamaha Motor Corporation.. Yamaha models can be identified by locating and decoding the crankcase engine number.. What is needed is someone to put together a list of what each letternumber means with the 17 digits of the serial number.

yamaha dirt bike engine number decoder

The guy gave me a bill of sale so after I bought the bike I ran the vin number on the frame and everything matched up and tonight I was changing my oil and noticed the serial number on the engine was different and seemed a little odd.. The second character represents the manufacturer All Yamaha bikes should have 'C' or 'Y' there.. Can i find this out somewhere on line by inputting the vin number its an early model so the 17 digit
decoder wont work.. In Yamahas case what is a Yamaha Road Star digit and the list goes on I am hoping someone on this board can shed some much needed light on the subject and is willing to share their knowledge.. Handy check of yr of mfg if you are buying a used bike or ATV Heres a link to a Yamaha site that analyzes your VIN to tell yr of mfg and displacement.. Yamaha uses a standardized numbering system, which is broken into
four sections: model code, basic part number, design code and the finish code.. Determine what your VIN means by the order of the characters The first character will tell you where your motorcycle is made.

Other then that they told me to referance 2n50 when looking for parts. Yamaha Motorcycle Engine Decoder Registration Number FromThis bike has only this number stamped into the frame and also into the engine.. Here is an example to help you understand where I am going with this: The VIN Number 5HD1FYW135Y706249 maybe decoded as follows: 5 International HD Harley Davidson 1 Motorcycle Type (Heavy Weight (901 cc
up)) FY FLHRS Road King Custom (EFI) W 1450cc EFI Twin Cam 1 Regular induction Date 3 Factory Check Digit 5 Year of Manufacture Y- York City Plant, MA Last Six Digits Numerical is the Serial Number.. Translate the final seven digits as follows: Digit 11 is the plant where the bike was assembled; digits 12 to 17 signify the order in which the bikes came off the assembly line.. Yamaha Motorcycles Serial Prefix – Yamaha
Model Codes 1970 - 1994 You can decode your Yamaha VIN Number right here, and if you are not sure or your.. Wasn't an exception in this matter Most of the manufacturers had nine months to implement this new rule on their assemblies.. Trying to confirm date of manufacture, original colour, and original market Anyone have any idea Also, I have tried to email Yamaha Japan, and the USA, but find lots of sales options but no
enquiry or I.. The Cyclepedia com Motorcycle VIN Decoder will help you determine the make, model and year of your ATV, Scooter, Motorcycle or UTV.. The word 'Yamaha', the tuning fork logo or other trademarked logos and all other product names are, or may be, trademarks or registered trademarks of Yamaha Motor Corporation.. If you find any discrepancies or differences between it and our individual pages, please let the admin
know! Disclaimer This site is not affiliated with Yamaha Motor Corporation.. Here's an example using a VIN I made up (JYA4DUE07NA004419) In this instance, the bike would be the 4,419th XJ built in Japan by Yamaha in 1992.. This letter or number can repeat (the 'A,' for example), but the codes of the other digits in the VIN allow you to know in which year the ATV was made.. They were able to tell me it was a 1978 model bike
manufactured in January of 1979.. When I complete an appraisal I like to include the customers VIN and explain what the 17 digits mean.. D Does anyone know of a correct email address for the American and Japanese Corporates All help greatly appreciated.. Furthermore, in the example of 'A,' the manufacturer may make the same body style or use the same engine for a few years, but if a particular ATV has a newer body style and
engine, then the 'A. e10c415e6f 
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